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A review of thermoelectric cooling: Materials, modeling and applications

Dongliang Zhao, Gang Tan*

University of Wyoming, Department of Civil and Architectural Engineering, 1000 E. University Avenue, Dept. 3295, Laramie, WY 82071, USA

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Thermoelectric cooling has great prospects with thermoelectric material's advances.
- Modeling techniques for both thermoelement and TEC have been reviewed.
- Principle thermoelectric cooling applications have been reviewed and summarized.

**ABSTRACT**

This study reviews the recent advances of thermoelectric materials, modeling approaches, and applications. Thermoelectric cooling systems have advantages over conventional cooling devices, including compact in size, light in weight, high reliability, no mechanical moving parts, no working fluid, being powered by direct current, and easily switching between cooling and heating modes. In this study, historical development of thermoelectric cooling has been briefly introduced first. Next, the development of thermoelectric materials has been given and the achievements in past decade have been discussed. The modeling techniques for the thermoelectric element and the thermoelectric coolers have been carefully reviewed. Finally, prominent applications, which have been widely used in industry, have been summarized.
Within the PDF you have a number of options for sharing and managing articles, including importing articles into Zotero.
You can save articles by touching the file drawers next to each article until they turn yellow. Saved articles are stored on your device, and are viewable offline.
Now that you know how the “Browzine Library” works, we are going to briefly cover the other navigation options at the bottom of the screen.
In the “My Bookshelf” area there are four bookshelves in color coded rooms.
Swipe left and right to move between rooms.
Journals can be rearranged on, or deleted from, your shelves by holding a title until the orange “X” appears. You can also rename the shelves anything you would like.
The “Saved Articles” page organizes the articles that you have saved by journal.
You can remove items from your “Saved Articles” list by holding an the article until the orange “X” appears.
“Institution Info” allows you to search the MU Libraries Website without leaving the Browzine App.
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The “Settings” page offers some options for managing BrowZine, including the ability to change libraries if you leave Mizzou.
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